Cleanfinity Filter

The cleanable central filter

The decontamination of hollow body instruments is assuming an ever-greater importance in practices and clinics. The protection of instruments such as handpieces or endoscopes requires reliable fine filtration.

Discover the advantages of the new Cleanfinity Filter for MELAtherm® 10:

**Safe.**

The innovative control indicator on the injector rail checks the filtration performance during every cycle. If the pin of the control indicator does not protrude, it is necessary to clean the central filter.

**Sustainable.**

Reduce practice waste: In comparison to other filter solutions, the cleaning is quick and simple using a brush that is included in the scope of delivery. The robust filter material ensures a long service life, even if the central filter is cleaned frequently.

**Economical.**

The Cleanfinity Filter pays off within a short period of time. The combination of MELAG quality with the new cleaning process of the filter guarantees no follow-up costs.

**Simple.**

The Cleanfinity Filter covers all injector rail connections: Regardless of the number and configuration of the adapters. An individual filtration in every single adapter is not required.
Product overview: Cleanfinity Filter

The new accessories for MELAtherm® 10

**Basis basket with injector rail**
and Cleanfinity Filter (incl. cleaning brush)

The basis basket with injector rail and Cleanfinity Filter is fitted with 11 locking screws. The screws can be replaced by adapters.

**Our recommendation** upon the purchase of MELAtherm® 10:

Order no. 84610

**Conversion kit injector rail**
with Cleanfinity Filter (incl. cleaning brush)

The conversion kit enables quick and simple replacement of the injector rail. The existing adapters can still be used.

**Recommendation** with an existing basis basket with central filter (Order no. 00200, 00197):

Order no. 84620

**Cleanfinity Filter**
(incl. cleaning brush)

Benefit from even more economical decontamination processes. The white plastic central filter can be directly replaced by the Cleanfinity Filter.

**Recommendation** with an existing basis basket with central filter (Order no. 80440):

Order no. 84630

**Cleaning brush**

The cleaning brush is already included in the scope of delivery of all new Cleanfinity Filter articles. This article is only required, if you want to replace your existing cleaning brush.

Order no. 84640

For further information:

[www.melag.com](http://www.melag.com)